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In compliance with the new Engineering Profession Act (No. 46 of 2000) requirements, the ILIASA Executive Committee have seen fit to 
assist our members in every way possible, to comply with registration requirements in as much as proof of upkeep on technological 
developments that impact on our registration is concerned.  We most earnestly support ECSA in her search for professional excellence, 
specifically in that ECSA sees a prime objective as motivating our members ‘in their pursuit of continued professional development’.        
This EDUCOM education newsletter is a minimum requirement for our association to keep you up to date on ECSA happenings. 
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__________________________________________________  
 

REGISTERED  LIFT  INSPECTORS  “CODE  OF  REGISTERED LIFT INSPECTORS “CODE OF
PRACTICE”PRACTICE”  

 
Having issued a Code Of Conduct, ECSA is now concentrating 
on meeting the requirements for a Code of Practice for the 
several cadres of registration within the ECSA stable.  A 
technical project committee chaired by RLI Jan van Wyk has 
commenced on an RLI Proposal, which we hope to complete 
within a matter of weeks rather than months. The sub-
committee under Chairman RLI Ben Peyper has already called 
several workshops to tackle this multi-faceted project.  
Multifaceted in that it has similar inputs to the other three sub-
committees establishing the ECSA criteria for the identification 
of work within the definitions of practice; CPD and Unit 
Standards for an RLI.  With the support of the regular old 
protagonists like Schalk van der Merwe, Willie du Toit and 
Theo Kleinhans, Jan and Ben should come up with a very 
workable code that simplifies the practice requirements. 

 _______________________________________________________ 
 
PROPOSED SABS 1545 ANNEXURE CERTIFICATES 

Meetings are still being held to resolve this perennial, which 
has been extruded for some two years now. The recent five-
hour meeting indicated several divergent schools of thought 
and direction such as …  
 
• The original idea was to produce a simple form, user-
friendly for all, that will be universally applied with the only 
addition perhaps being the adding of your personal logo and 
details.  The inference being that the current plethora of 
different personalized formats will hopefully disappear! 
• An extension of the above was a two-page document, 
altered in format so that the important data, along with your 
name, registration number, inspection date and signature is 
indicated on the front page. The inference being that you do 
not have to remove the certificate to check for these stated 
details! 
• Another idea is to move away from an Annex A and C 
document as we now know it. The ‘A’ annexure should be left 
in the hands of the manufacturer, installer, commissioner, 
whether that person is registered or not. The Annex C 
inspection would then simplistically be renamed ‘Compliance 
Certificate’ without stating it as ‘C’, to be carried out by an 
RLI. Each compliance certificate would then be part of a 
particular SABS 1545 - Part XYZ document, so that you do 
not have to buy several of the SABS documents merely to 
cater for one particular manufacture type, say for ‘Rack & 
Pinion’ Lifts or Lifts for ‘The Disabled’. 
 
This notion appeared to open up a can of worms judging by 
the extensive discussions that ensued. ILIASA Chairman Ben 
Peyper voiced the requirement that the suggested pro forma 
certificate must first be circulated amongst all the ILIASA 
members for comment and their final acceptance from the 
field, for they will in any case be using these proposed 
documents. Then it can be submitted to SABS. The Editor is 
however of the opinion that as we will never be able to please 
all the people all the time (otherwise we would have put this 
project to bed a l-o-n-g time ago) this project will have to be 
passed on a consensus vote. Below are the major discussion 
points voiced at the meetings, presented here for your 
consideration, so that you know what it is all about when 
requested to vote or pass an opinion soon … 
 
• Some colleagues believe that the level of lift 
control artificial intelligence has now reached the state of the  

 
The above several meetings have fortunately brought out 
concerns by several RLI’s of being discriminated against by 
the multinational lift companies as regards work mandates and 
negative reactions against their reports on multinational 
installations where extensive non-compliances have been 
logged. We understand that in isolated cases letters have even 
been sent to ECSA, querying the parameters of practice of 
these RLI’s.  In some ways, the proposed Code of Practice 
should resolve these claimed anomalies.  
 
We draw your explicit attention to the December 2002 ECSA 
BULLETIN where the definition of practice and concurrent 
identification of work is quoted and explained in detail for all 
cadres of registration.  Essentially the focus revolves around 
Section 18 (2) of the Professions Act wherein a person may 
practice only within the parameters under which he is qualified 
and registered.  If an RLI is therefore suitably qualified and 
registered accordingly by ECSA, to carry out complex lift and 
escalator certificate of compliance inspections, audits and 
associated consulting practices; then such RLI may safely earn 
a living doing exactly that.  Any further stiff-armed tackles 
from the industry should be reported in writing to the 
Chairman of ILIASA.  Remember that reasonable free legal 
advice is obtainable from ECSA’s resident attorney, Mr. 
Anthony Faul.  
  

--- o --- o --- 
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ILIASA ID CARDS 
 
ILIASA believing in the real need for a definitive ID 
Membership card for her members, decided to go ahead 
with this project, excluding any ECSA logo so as not to 
transgress any copyrights. The apparent procrastination 
and legal wrangle of ECSA to grant permission for the 
use and application of the ECSA logo on the ID card is 
understood but not necessarily accepted. We know that 
copyright is involved causing delays, but this project is 
now two years down the line without any positive reply.  
 
We have therefore continued with our project to design 
and issue you with a laminated business-size card with a 
water mark not easily reproduced. It bears no ECSA 
identity other than the ECSA registration numbers of 
our members. The free card issue date to all paid-up 
members is end August 2003. If you have not received 
yours by September, please contact Roseline ASAP. On 
receipt, please flash it around to peer RLI’s who are not 
paid-up members, and explain the benefit of 
membership to them. Get them to join NOW! 
 
The water mark is three gears or cogs in concomitant 
clockwork function, representative of industry’s wheels 
of motion forward and the major game-players in the 
industry regulatory control that impact on our being 
registered, namely DoL, ECSA  & SABS. The small 
top-left logo will be replaced by the ECSA logo if and 
when condescension is one day granted to use the logo. 
We have specifically kept it small and succinct for the 
present. Next year’s issue will include your photo and 
be even more professional. However, if you have any 
contribution to make now towards improving the card, 
we will be just to glad to hear from you by e-mail or 
fax.  

 
--- o --- o --- 

 
 

A LESSON WITH WORDS OF WISDOM
 
It is a known fact that the junior employees in a company 
prefer strenuous 11 to 15 man league team games; middle 
management are more prone to casual tennis; whilst the 
executive management plumb for weekend golf. Notice the 
decline in physical input parallel to the ball size. The inference 
gained is that … 
 
• The more senior staff are now less reliant on peers or 
teams for the business input of how to stroke-play each ball or 
challenge that arises 
• secondly, that they are now less prone to strive for real 
physical exertion, preferring to replace ‘physical exertion’ with 
that of ‘mental’ 
• and thirdly, that the results they now produce are not 
shared with eleven or fifteen team mates as before, the glory is 
now ALL THEIRS, and achieved with mental rather than 
physical effort.  Doesn’t this sound familiar? Or are you still 
getting there? It is perhaps for this reason that RLI’s tend to be 
loners. 

--- o --- o --- 

 
 
art level where it requires special dedicated trained lift 
engineers to commission this new equipment, which process 
cannot readily be carried out by a regular RLI who has not had 
that specific product training, hence the requirement for a 
different approach to Annex ‘A’ inspection and certificates, 
with the appointed RLI carrying out a follow-up final 
compliance inspection  
•  Some colleagues believe that the altering of the 
annexure A & C to include non-registered persons completing 
same, is wrong in principle for various reasons, and prefer to 
stay with only a changed data format that retains the ‘A’ and 
‘C’ certificates nomenclature 
• Some colleagues believe that the commissioning 
annexure part of the document should not be left to an 
unregistered person (who may even be carrying out the 
commissioning requirements as part of his general 
promotionary training, implying that he is not suitably 
qualified) as he does not have the requisite background 
qualification equal to an RLI to make decisions of compliance 
and acceptance or not. Should an RLI then carry out the 
follow-up compliance inspection … “who will pay for the 
corrective action call-backs to attend to the RLI’s additional 
requirements which the unregistered person did not pick up” 
was the concern voiced by several peers? 
• ECSA colleagues voiced the concern of ECSA 
carrying out corrective disciplinary action in the case of an 
installation where there is an accident with resultant 
complaint, say soon after commissioning. How would ECSA 
carry out a disciplinary inquiry into the incident when non-
registered persons were party to the formal commissioning of 
that particular lift, which shortcoming is now blamed on the 
RLI? 
• SABS colleagues also voiced the concerns of 
regulatory conformity of the suggested alterations. The present 
mandate from the Minister of Labour, the Honourable Mr 
Ndladlana, is for SABS to be the vehicle through which 
regulatory requirements must be channelled. Mr Themba 
(from SABS) reminded us that even the suggested final 
document can only be presented to him at SABS as a 
‘proposal’ from ourselves. He then still has to circulate it to 
the SABS Technical Committee for Lift Regulations for 
comment and acceptance. Even with all this and SABS’s final 
acceptance, it still has to go through the mill, via the Chief 
Inspector Mr Malatsi, to the Minister’s desk for final 
Department of Labour (DoL) acceptance and gazettal as law. 
This Mr Themba warned would still take many months to 
accomplish! So let us get it right first! 
• Some colleagues required the document to be 
more prescriptive in requiring specific measurements such as 
‘the slide distance’ when safeties are tested; the limit tripping 
distances; etc. The Meeting was of the consensus that this 
approach is over-regulatory. Rather leave it to the individual 
RLI to write in these measurements if and when he so desires, 
without prescribing documentarily that he do so. The stringent 
registration base for an RLI is sufficient cause not to over-
legislate his inspection requirements to the level of becoming a 
puppet on a string 
• There is little doubt in all our minds that a need 
exists for simple user-friendly documents that meet the needs 
of a particular drive application and is appended to that 
particular SABS release of say ‘SABS 1545 Part 2’ for 
hydraulics, doing away with the current Part 10 for Testing.  
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ABREVIATIONS OR ACRONYMS FOR REGISTERED 
LIFT INSPECTORS NOW APPROVED 

 
We are still getting calls requesting the correct abbreviations to 
be used for the different registration cadres. These registration 
categories as advised by ECSA’s Johan Pienaar are … 
 

- Professional Engineer     Pr Eng 
- Professional Technologists     Pr Tech Eng 
- Professional Certificated Engineers     Pr Cert Eng 
- Professional Technician     Pr Techni Eng 

(Please note that there are no dots) 
- Registered Technician     Reg Tech (Eng) 
- Registered Lift Inspector     Reg. Lift. Insp. 
 

--- o --- o --- 
 

THE COMPLEXITY OF REPRESENTIVITY 
 
The senior members of ILIASA are frequently questioned as to 
their loyalty and representivity in industry. To the uninitiated, a 
reply is perhaps best illustrated by the number of proverbial 
caps that these members wear, each with its own logo and 
distinct focus on logistical requirements. Several of them wear 
some half dozen of these caps at different times. It is however 
not uncommon to put on two or three caps to a single meeting, 
because of the divergent inputs and requirements to hand. 
Discounting their private avocations, these caps are … 
 
- Our own Business cap is our first loyalty, for through it we 
earn our daily bread. Its distinct logo of (sic) Survival or 
Oorlewing cannot be compromised in eking out a living 
- Our ECSA cap is perhaps second in that our licence to 
practice and Code of Conduct come from ECSA, without 
which we could not survive in our positions. Even at ECSA we 
get issued with the several caps of Lift Inspector’s Registration 
Committee (LIRC), LIRC E & T Committee, ECSA Central 
Registration Committee (CRC), ECSA President’s Advisory 
Forum and the select LIRC Representative Committee 
- Our ILIASA cap is no less important in that the focus is to 
constantly be aware of what we can do for our members, to 
improve their lot, protect their jobs and generally keep them 
abreast of happenings in the industry. ILIASA have the three 
caps of Executive, General and Technical Committees 
- Our SABS cap is likewise no less important in that we have 
an input into our regulative destiny. Here we endeavour to 
direct the technical regulatory specifications towards safety and 
practicality, to be easily understood and to close any loopholes 
against non-compliance. SABS issued us with several caps for 
the various product Works Committees, but most especially for 
their over-all Lift Regulations Technical Committee 
- Our select LIRC Representative Committee is a product of 
ECSA, but bears special mention because of the high level of 
representative discussion. Presently this select committee 
consists of Jan van Wyk (LIRC Chairman & ECSA CRC), 
Theo Kleinhans (LIRC Deputy Chair, ECSA CRC & 
President’s Advisory Forum) and Willie du Toit (LIRC E&T 
Chairman). The focus of this committee is the legislative 
component that governs our daily RLI actions, where we are in 
discussion with the newly appointed Chief Inspector and 
Deputy Director of Labour, Mr Jake Malatsi. 
 

 
 

PROPOSED 2003 ILIASA CONFERENCE
 
We promised you a conference this year. However, with the best 
will in the world, we just could not find the time and resources to 
host the conference this year. Although we started early in the 
year, benefactors could not be found to sponsor costs. The 
previous conference ran into a loss, which tab was picked up by 
ECSA at that time. This time around, ILIASA has to pick up the 
full tab. Please, we already call on you now to assist us with 
names of benefactors willing to sponsor us for next year. 
 
A second impediment is the lack of available time at present, 
with all the industry projects currently on the go. Discussion 
with the likes of Willie du Toit, Theo Kleinhans, Schalk van der 
Merwe, Ben Peyper, Billy Clifton, Jan van Wyk, Buddy Ceroni, 
etc, will elicit the fact that up to three meetings a week have been 
held recently through the various technical committees of ECSA, 
SABS, ILIASA and Dol. Remember that these meetings often 
run between three to five hours each, and are held between 
Johannesburg and Pretoria. In the interim period we are all trying 
to earn a living, since we are all self-employed. Every single 
above mentioned person is an ILIASA member, striving to 
improve your lot in industry. These are the unsung heroes who 
have been hanging in there now for the past six to ten years or 
so, without any reward other than seeing a job well done to the 
benefit of all concerned. We also owe a debt of gratitude to Mike 
Barley and Jannie Francis for the work they have been doing the 
past few years on RLI education and registration standards. They 
have in their own enigmatic way championed the projects and 
carried them to fruition through long hours of input and with 
little support from the field. 
 

--- o --- o --- 
 
 

ILIASA MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
 
You will by now have received positive confirmation of 
ECSA’s formal acceptance of ILIASA as the official RLI 
representative body in South Africa. Through your ECSA 
subscriptions, you can now see the fiscal benefit of belonging 
to ILIASA. Unfortunately a substantial number of members 
are yet to pay up their subs. The bottom line is that you will 
have to pay the full ECSA R1200 membership fee if you 
cannot produce a current ILIASA receipt. Members who have 
paid the current R160 ILIASA fee, then only pay an annual 
R700 ECSA fee. Motion has already been put forward to the 
ILIASA Executive to increase the ILIASA fee from R160 to 
R240 for the ensuing year so as to build up funds for sourcing 
in-house projects and to meet the ever-rising costs of 
communications, which up till now has largely been carried 
out free or at subsidized cost. 

 
--- o --- o --- 

 
ILIASA DOYEN RECOGNITION

 
We previously requested you for nomination proposals for 
formal recognition of the doyens in the lift industry. This does 
not necessarily have to be an ILIASA member, but more 
especially a person who has really made a meaningful  
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- Our industry representivity caps such as SAPOA, LEA and 
Independent Service Providers also bear weight     
 
In future, every time that you hear of or speak to the above cap-
wearers, have some compassion for their efforts and the 
interests that they represent. They do not get paid to do it. It is 
all a question of honorus causa. This so-called ‘stewardship’ 
on your behalf is a self-imposed tenure of office that drives 
them on until such time in the very close foreseeable future, 
that they hand the reigns over to the next generation  -  YOU! 
 

--- o --- o --- 
 
 
ILIASA EXCO & GENERAL MEETING DATES 2003 
 
Please note the dates in your diaries for the balance of ILIASA 
meetings this year. These meetings are held at the Melco’s 
Johannesburg Branch Offices in Marlborough and follow the 
ECSA LIRC meetings held on the preceding Tuesdays.   
 

- Friday 22nd August @ 09h00 (LIRC Tuesday 19th)  
- Friday 17th October @ 09h00 (LIRC 7th) 
- Friday 14th Nov. - Annual Luncheon @ noon (LIRC 11th) 

 
--- o --- o --- 

 
INSPECTION AUTHORITY 

 
A very important point raised in our discussion with Mr Jake 
Malatsi recently, was his positive views of the definition of 
‘Inspection Authority’ and ‘Approved Inspection Authority’ as 
gazetted in the OHSAct. Obviously an ‘approved authority’ 
means one approved by the Chief Inspector (Mr Malatsi in this 
case). An ‘inspection authority’ on the contrary, means … 
 
“… any person with the aid of specialized knowledge or 
equipment or after such investigations, tests, sampling or 
analyses as he may consider necessary, and whether for 
reward or otherwise, renders a service by making special 
findings, purporting to be objective findings, as to …  

(a) the health of any person; 
(b) the safety or risk to health of any work … plant or 

machinery, or any condition prevalent on or in any 
premises; 

(c) the question of whether any particular standard has 
been or is been complied with, with respect to any 
work … plant or machinery … or by issuing a 
certificate, stating the findings, to the person to whom 
the service is rendered …” 

 
 
contribution in the Lift Engineering Industry of South Africa to 
promote the industry and improve the lot of the participative 
game players. The nomination had to be motivated with the 
reasons for the select nomination and under-written with a 
short summary of that person’s CV. Naturally it has to be done 
with his and her permission. The idea is to present the winner 
for 2003 at our annual Christmas luncheon in November, so 
time is short. We are contemplating holding this year’s 
luncheon at a formal venue, to which the captains of the 
industry will be invited, specifically ILIASA regional 
chairmen, MD’s of lift companies, prominent SAPOA 
property owners, SABS and ECSA principals. We however 
have to bring the ‘would like to have’ in line with the ‘can 
afford to have’. With your positive support it can take on the 
guise of a mini conference, starting say at 09h00 and ending 
with lunch at 13h00, with several prominent speakers to 
hopefully address us. Please help us to help you and submit 
those nominations NOW! 

 
--- o --- o --- 

 
EDUCOM COMMUNICATIONS 

 
We invite any reader of EDUCOM to contact the Editor with any 
question that they may have, reply to any external edition or any 
newsworthy item that can enrich our CPD. This is your association’s 
educational newsletter. Every RLI peer colleague wants to hear what 
is happening to his colleagues in the other centers, which can only be 
achieved if YOU advise us accordingly. 

 
--- o --- o --- 

 
 

ILIASA CONTACT  NUMBERS 
 
The following dedicated ILIASA contact logistics are operative 
every working day. Speak to Roseline for any information or 
assistance that you may require at … 
  

PO Box 899, Southdale, 2135 
E-Mail: iliasa@zamail.co.za

Office: (011) 680-0878 
Telefax: (011) 680-0889 

 
The Editor has taken all steps possible to ensure that the above information is 
totally accurate.  We cannot however be held responsible for any act or 
omission arising out of The EDUCOM as regards incomplete or incorrect 
information. 

The EDITOR 
--- o --- o --- 

 
 
Mr Malatsi saw the ECSA Registered Lift Inspector as the 
perfect example fitting the above definition. He further focused 
on this definition as a position of both trust and responsibility. 
Any RLI finding any unsafe condition or practice, is obligated to 
bring it to the attention of the Department of Labour, who will 
take the necessary corrective action. Like the police, DoL cannot 
be everywhere and depend on you for support to ensure that 
unsafe practices are eradicated in the lift industry. For this very 
purpose Mr Malatsi and his Regional Officers have an open-door 
policy. Let us help them to help us better. 

mailto:iliasa@abcxyz.co.za
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